Dream Big

Local Olympic Cyclist’s Road to Success

Giving voice to a secret ambition can be a scary
proposition. There is a definite risk in making a
dream public knowledge. It makes failure so much
more obvious.
In the sports world, dreams don’t get much
bigger than the Olympics. For most athletes,
wanting to go to the Olympics is like wanting
to be a rock star or the president. It just ain’t
gonna happen.
That’s why a teenage Jennie Reed, who lived
in Sammamish and practiced at the Veledrome
at Marymoor Park, covered her mouth in
embarrassment when she let slip her desire to go
to the Olympics in an early interview. But, unlike
the status quo who say they want to lose 40 pounds
only to gain 10, Reed actually succeeded in making
it to the Olympics three times.
In Athens and Beijing, Reed competed as an
individual sprinter in track cycling. The powerful
legs that had propelled her to 30 World Cup
medals and a World Championship title did not
bring her an Olympic medal, however.
After Beijing, Reed hung up her professional
bike shorts and decided to focus on coaching. She
met and married Brandon Madden and went back
to college to work on a communications degree she
started many years before.
Though she had not medaled, Reed had a
successful career and achieved her dream — all
this from a girl who never even thought of herself
as particularly athletic. She later discovered that
this is a belief shared by Olympic sprinters in
many sports.
“Families don’t go out for a sprint together or
say ‘Let’s go do some explosive bursts of speed,’”
says Reed, who recalls being dragged on long
grueling training rides by her older sister Laura,
the undisputed “athlete” of the family. Most family
leisure activities are endurance-based.
Obviously, Reed was not from a family of
ordinary athletic ability. They defined the phrase
“sports enthusiasts,” capitalizing on the wealth of
options available to Eastsiders. Each winter, they
skied nonstop from a cabin at Alpental. An early
adopter of many new sports, Reed’s dad made
sure his kids were among the first to pick up
a snowboard.
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One afternoon in the mid
1990s Reed strapped on a pair of
rollerblades and cruised to the
Velodrome at Marymoor Park. She
thought she was going to watch her
sister compete. Little did she know
her own Olympic athletic career was
about to be set into motion.
The smooth wooden track seemed like
the perfect rollerblade challenge. Reed begged
to try it out, but was denied. Instead, she was offered a bike.
What had once seemed a long-distance torture device suddenly
felt different.
“The sensation of speed is different on the track than the road,”
says Reed, who was hooked almost instantly.
That’s not the only thing that is different. Track cycling is
done with fixed-gear brakes — stop pedaling and you can expect
to get bucked off the bike like a rodeo rider.
Also, the track is not f lat, but angled. The Velodrome where
Reed trained has a tame 25-degree slope and measures 400
meters around, whereas international tracks are a mere 250
meters in length, with a whopping 44-degree slope. Now imagine
several bikes, tires mere inches from the next, zooming around at
breakneck speeds. Sound scary?
“What’s funny is that Jennie doesn’t do scary stuff,” assures
supportive husbands — none more so than Brandon, according
her husband, Brandon, relating an embarrassing story about a
to Reed. He cooked breakfast, lunch and dinner, distributed “Go
recent Canadian zipline experience in which Jennie may have
Jennie!” T-shirts and organized her fanbase to contribute optiscreamed like a little girl.
mal encouragement.
“I just like to produce my own speed,” says Reed, defending
Reed emphasizes the importance of surrounding herself
herself with a laugh.
with a community that believes in her. Often, sports leaders
Reed’s Olympic retirement was interrupted when former
and coaches can be discouraging. “If everyone listened to their
teammate Sarah Hammer called. The individual track cycling
first coach or boss, no one would get anywhere,” is another
pursuit was being eliminated starting in 2012. Hammer invited
common theme with Olympic athletes. “You have to give yourself
Reed to be part of the three-woman team pursuit in the upcoma chance.”
ing London Games.
The biggest challenge at the London Games was the noise
Reed took her time considering the proposal. She wanted to
at the arena, where track cycling has a much larger following.
be sure. Three months later, she declared herself all in. “It was
“There was a constant roar in the stadium that provided so much
scary to make the announcement. Exciting, but scary to put
stimulation,” says Reed. Fortunately, her training paid off.
myself out there.”
“I had to work for years on quieting my mind,” she says, trying
Reforming her sprinter physique into an endurance cyclist
to eliminate extra thoughts, bad self-talk or an obsessive focus
took exceptional mental toughness. At the “A”-level camp, Reed
on the results. Instead, she breaks down what she needs to do
was told that she needed to prove herself. Her performance was
moment by moment. Reed finds that focusing on her breathing
less than impressive. The coach discouraged her from entering an
naturally quiets her mind.
upcoming competition, saying she needed a lot of work.
“A couple of days before the event, I go into my own zone and
“He said, ‘Jennie, not much changes in 3½ weeks.’” But, Reed
need my space. I lay down for much of the time to rest my legs,”
dug deep and 3½ weeks later Jennie clocked the fastest time in
says Reed.
the camp. “I turned to the coach and said, ‘Not much changes in
She uses visualization to take her through the whole event,
3½ weeks, huh?’”
letting in all the fear, anticipation and excitement, nerves and
Endurance racing is more mentally challenging than sprintemotions. That way, when she faces the real race, it feels like
ing, where an athlete simply turns on the gas. When you hit the
she’s been there before and she can concentrate on what needs
wall, a little red f lag goes up and your body experiences the sendone at that moment.
sation that it’s going to shut down, says Reed. Training taught her
The U.S. women’s track cycling team was realistic about its
to ride through the sensation, to accept that it is going to hurt
medaling chances knowing that the more experienced U.K. team
really bad but that you can still produce the power. “There are so
was a shoe-in for gold, barring some sort of accident. Consemany more levels of pain that you can tolerate. You can always
quently, the qualification and semifinals were the most impordig deeper,” says Reed of what she calls the hurt locker.
tant races if the U.S. team was to earn a medal. Reed gave it her
The 2012 team trained together in Mallorca, Spain, for several
all and helped the team secure a spot in the gold medal race by
months prior to the Games. The four women were surrounded by
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Nutrition/Fitness
Tips From
Jennie Reed
1. Force yourself to eat
breakfast, even if you
aren’t hungry! You’ll eat
less at the end of the
day and become leaner.
Eventually, you will wake
up hungry.

Brandon, Jennie’s
husband and
superfan, cheers her
on from the stands.

beating Australia in the semifinal
by .08 seconds. The team’s fourth
member had not yet raced, so Reed
sat out the final race in order to
allow her teammate a chance at
a medal.
They were elated to win the silver medal,
though the media reported otherwise due to the
women’s expressions on the stand. The upset
faces were a result of an unfortunate IOC rule
that prevented Reed from joining her teammates
on the stand during the presentation of the
medals because she had not raced in the
final race.
“My whole career had ups and downs. I had
to laugh that it ended that way,” says Reed,
who was awarded a silver medal and rushed
up on stage immediately following the
official ceremony.
These days, Reed is ready to develop her
post-Olympic career — again. Kids might be on
the horizon, but only after a nice break from
competition. Reed loves to try new restaurants
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3. Some exercise is better
than none! Many people
think that they have to
follow a strict plan and
if they miss a day, they
completely give up. Don’t
be a perfectionist with
your workouts. If you’re
short on time, get in what
you can.

and enjoys being able to eat and drink without
worrying about it affecting her performance.
Some of her favorite haunts are Santorini Grill
and Nick ’s Grill in Kirkland, Jack ’s in Issaquah
and great sushi spots all over the area.
Due to her intense training schedule in the
past, it has been more than seven years since
Reed spent a winter in the Northwest. “I’m
embracing the weather and finally have the time
to cook and bake.”
In addition to private coaching, she is partnering with LifeWise Health Plan of WA as a
guest blogger (lifewisewanews.com) to promote
healthy lifestyles and loves sharing her knowledge about nutrition and exercise with others.
“I get excited about motivating people. At the
end of the day, I love helping people.” And that’s
a goal worth sharing with everyone.

4. Many people have
food “sensitivities” and
don’t know it. If you
often feel bloated after
eating, it is likely that you
have sensitivity to gluten
or dairy. Try eliminating
one of them from your
diet for three weeks and
see how you feel. There
are so many great glutenfree products out there
now. My favorite glutenand dairy-free bread is
“Wheatless in Seattle,”
available at PCC.
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2. Don’t be afraid to lift
weights. Doing lower
reps (6-8) won’t bulk
you up like most women
think. You will get
stronger and feel good.

